BACK FILLS

1.

Push back the cuticle with a Wooden Manicure Stick, do all 10 nails.

2.

Start by reducing the product on the free edge: use a 100 grit file to bevel the nail.
You want to always remove some product before doing your fill in. If you don’t you
will end up with thick unnatural looking nails. This step also promotes good intercoat adhesion between the old cured product and the new fresh back fill. Next,
file the top and back edge of the nail. Check for any lift spots, if you find some,
gently file the area until spot flakes off. Avoid filing too hard, you do not want to
file on the natural nail. Check the shape of the nail to see if it is symmetrical and
even.
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3.

Buff the entire surface of the nail with your White Buffing Block, makes sure you
buff the new growth area at the back edge of the nail.

4.

Hyper-Cleanse to remove buffing dust.
Apply the organic seeking agent, Hyper-Fuse to the natural nail only. Do not put the
Hyper-Fuse over the existing product. This will impede the inter-coat adhesion. Be
sure to use a clean applicator swab that has been fully soaked in Hyper-Fuse; rub
into the natural nail plate. Wait 30 seconds do only 4 nails at a time this will keep
you from contaminating one hand while working on the other hand.

5. Drop a bead of the Hyper-Base in the center of the nail plate brush over the entire
nail surface remember to use a light stroke.
6. Self level the nail by turning upside down, palm facing up.
7. Flash under UV light 3-4 times to quick set the product.
8. Repeat the same process on the next nail until 4 nails are set. Then do a full
cure on all 4 nails for 1 minute.
9. Repeat the same process on the other 4 nails, do the thumbs last.

